
Location: Assiniboine Community College
Room: 419

Time: 6:30pm - 9:30pm

Best Choices: 
Ethics Workshops in Westman

You can pay by credit card on the link on the Westman Region page on our website
 or you can fill out the attached registration form and submit with cheque.

Best Choices: Ethics Part I
November 23, 2023
In Manitoba and Canada, those who work in early learning and child care environments have a Code of Ethics to guide our
standards of practice. Using this code is a professional obligation. This four-part series occurs in a specific order, with
each workshop a pre-requisite for the following session. The series helps us to use this code in our daily practice and
continues to receive rave reviews. Here’s your chance to join us in some serious fun! 

This is the first workshop in the MCCA’s ethical journey series. In Part I, you will learn about beliefs, values, and ethics and
the relationship between them. You will learn to identify your own beliefs, values, and ethics and understand how they
impact your actions. You will also learn to understand others’ beliefs, values, and ethics.

MCCA provides participants with a certificate which tracks your journey through all four parts.
This workshop is the pre-requisite for the other three parts of the ethical journey.

ETH-001

COST PER PART: $45.00 MCCA Member    $90.00 Non-member

In this second session in your ethical journey, you will be introduced to the MCCA Code of Ethics and understand its
benefits. You will also begin to learn the process of ethical decision making. In this session you will receive your personal
copy of the Code of Ethics and a handy wallet size card with the principles to keep at your fingertips.

ETH-002
Best Choices: Ethics Part II
November 30, 2023

In this third step of your ethical journey, you will use MCCA’s Code of Ethics as a tool and examine a process for ethical
decision making. Again, the complexity of best choice decision making will be apparent, but you will feel like you know how
to decide what should be considered prior to making that best choice.

ETH-003
Best Choices: Ethics Part III
December 7, 2023

Facilitators: Jenn Cullen is an instructor at Assiniboine Community College in the ECE department.  She has dabbled in many
early learning programs, such as child care centre director, nursery school, family resource, parenting program facilitator. She
enjoys going on the ethical journey with the variety of people she meets in the workshops, as well as the students she works with
every day, and continuously learns something new about herself! She believes in life-long learning, that there is good in everyone,
and that it will always all work out in the end!

Chantel McRae spent 17 years working in the child care field, including 10 years as a Director in rural Child Care Centres.  Now
that she has her own tiny humans, she has switched gears and is working as a podcaster from her home office.  While she is not
currently working in the child care field, she continues to be excited for the opportunity to be an Ethics Guide during this chapter
of her journey.


